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Softcover Western

Sagebrush

July
ALLAN VAUGHAN ELSTON The Sheriff Of San Miguel

Kirk Calloway might be taken for a cowboy, a sheriff, or a buffalo hunter; he has been all three. Right now he's trailing a covered wagon, four
white mules, and a beautiful woman – but when he reaches them, he finds himself tracking down a killer. When he arrives in New Mexico, it
isn't long before he's pulled into investigating the disappearance of the only witness to the dirty dealings of a local cattle outfit with ties to the
wealthiest man in the district. On the way, Kirk faces death, finds love – and learns about a man's honor from the fabulous Sheriff of San Miguel.
288pp

CLEMENT HARDIN The Oxbow Deed

Unjustly imprisoned for murder and cattle rustling, Jess Kingman is released after twelve years along with fellow inmate Dal Chantry. They ride
together to Jess's Montana ranch, intending to make a new start together. Jess's daughter Millie, now grown, has been running the spread
since her mother died. But when Jess and Dal haul up at the ranch, they find nothing except the long-abandoned homestead. Jess is sure that
Luke Blaine, his old enemy who railroaded him to prison, is behind it all. But when he and Dal investigate the mystery, the answers will lie at
the end of a gun...
156pp

August
CLAY FISHER Santa Fe Passage

1839: Kirby Randolph is a tough mountain man. Hauling up to St. Louis in his steamer, he soon finds love and opportunity in the form of
Aurélie St. Clair, the most beautiful – and toughest – girl he's ever seen. She runs him over, shoots him, and tells him she has no use for a
mountain man in her life. But she wants her wagon train to get through to Santa Fe. Kirby swears he'll get it there. Though the hostile Kiowas
and Comanches they meet on the way have other ideas...
288pp

FRANCIS W. HILTON Hell-Crazy Range

Tobias Pepper – generally called "Tobasco" – returns to his father's ranch after four years at law school wearing riding breeches and puttees,
and minus a gun. Tobasco, the fighting pride of the range, has apparently gone eastern! But trouble is brewing over the cattle country. When
his father is shot dead, Tobasco must prove that brains have the advantage over a well-stocked arsenal. No time can be lost: there's a water
shortage, the home is surrounded by desperadoes, and Peggy Elliot, his boyhood sweetheart, seems to be in league with them. His ingenuity
never fails him, but it looks like his luck's run out when he's kidnapped by the mysterious Circle R outfit...
222pp

September
CLIFTON ADAMS Gambling Man

Jeff Blaine has been raised in Plainsville by his Aunt Beulah and Uncle Wirt from a baby after his mother died in childbirth and his father,
Nate, blew out of town. Twelve years later Nate returns, looking for a reconciliation with the son he never knew. But Nate's a gambler and a
hellraiser – and upon learning that Jeff is following in his footsteps, Beulah spreads a poisonous lie that ensures he disappears again, wanted
for robbery and murder. When Jeff, now a young man, discovers his aunt's treachery, he vows never to forgive her. Then an old comrade of his
pa's brings news: Nate is in Mexico, running from a firing squad. The only thing that will save him is five thousand dollars. And the only way
to get it is by robbing a bank...
240pp

WILLIAM E. VANCE Death Stalks The Cheyenne Trail

When Dave Coppers arrives in Cheyenne, he's returning to the frontier town of his childhood to serve as an undercover agent for the U.S. Secret
Service. Ten years earlier, a million dollars in Treasury notes was stolen. Recently, some of the stolen bills have begun surfacing in Chicago and
other midwestern cities. Coppers' mission: locate the stolen currency and apprehend the clever forger. But someone has blown his cover, and
the local sheriff suspects Dave of murdering his own Secret Service contacts. With death and danger at every turn, recovering the loot while
trying to win over a beautiful woman will make Dave Coppers' mission the most challenging episode of his career.
264pp
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Softcover Western

Linford

July
MATT COLE The Dead, The Dying And The Damned

Juan Manuel Benitez and his swarm of outlaws known as El Azotar – the Scourge – had been the terrors of the border country until they were
driven back by the Federales and scattered. Turning to the town of Hermanas Pozos for help, Benitez was rebuffed, his son killed. But now El
Azotar has reformed, and Benitez is out for revenge. It falls on gunslinger and former Confederate soldier Cotton Harding to deal with him.
Will Harding step up to the task, or push others to fight his battles?
240pp

ETHAN FLAGG Day Of The Hired Gun

Hired gunfighter Cole 'Kingpin' Jardine is planning to retire when he receives a mysterious job offer from the Colorado town of Red Mesa. He's
set to ignore it when his partner, Waco Santee, arrives to announce that the army are hot on their heels. Evading them and separating from
Santee, Cole rides to Red Mesa – only to be challenged to a shoot-out by a rancher who claims the hired gun's employer wants to steal his
land. What will he decide – especially when Santee arrives to back the opposing side?
248pp

ART ISBERG Will Keen, Indian Scout

Will Keen lives in two different worlds – one white, one Paiute Indian. He guides wagon trains into Oregon Territory, braving savage lands
and equally savage men – of all races – who prey on innocent wagon families. After a decade in the job, Will has no idea that his future will
take a different turn with his current assignment. Badly injured after fending off an attempted robbery, he must teach a young woman, Sarah,
how to guide the train. Love blossoms between them – but an outlaw is hell-bent on revenge...
256pp

BILL SHEEHY Spanish Gold Fever

Life as a prospector in the California gold fields isn't what Dan Bartlett expected. He takes work holding a few horses – then realizes that
he's fallen in with a bunch of stagecoach robbers. Fleeing with one of them, Dan finds he's got a new partner in Tom Hodges. And when they
discover an abandoned gold mine in the Sierra Nevadas, it looks like their ticket to buying the ranch they've been dreaming of – until Tom is
shot dead and the law comes calling for Dan...
288pp

August
WILL BLACK Blood River

Despite competition from prospectors, the gold mines still maintain a foothold in the Sierra Nevadas – and that's the problem: wagons
transporting gold down narrow, rocky trails are easy targets for outlaws. The Pinkerton Agency has been charged with the security of a large
haul of gold, and they have a daring plan. If it works, five hundred gold bars will make it east. If it fails, all will be lost. But unknown to them,
the Greeley gang has inside knowledge, and is intent on stealing the cargo at any cost...
240pp

SCOTT GESE Guns And Dreamers

Jason McKinney decides to head out on his own to see the country beyond Kansas. His offer of help is declined by a couple of bounty hunters
he tries to hook up with in Wichita, so he turns his travels to the south. Upon his return from a venture into Texas, he finds that his father,
Mac Shepard, is now a wanted man. With Mac on the run, Jason is reluctantly forced to take charge of the ranch while his nearest neighbor
schemes to take full possession.
224pp
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Softcover Western

Linford

RICHARD SMITH A Dark Dawn In Texas

On her deathbed in the spring of 1875, Laura Peters shocks her son, Paul, by revealing that his uncle did not die alongside his father in the
bloody confrontation at Gettysburg twelve years before. She urges Paul to ride west in a quest to find this relative who holds a guilty secret
from those dreadful Civil War days. With mixed emotions he takes up the challenge, eventually arriving in the Texas town of Ongar Ridge – only
to find himself accused of murdering the man he has been seeking...
240pp

WALTON YOUNG Days Of Dust And Heat

During the hot summer of 1888, three men are traveling by train to Cheyenne. Luke Tisdale, a medical doctor, seeks to claim the body of
his murdered brother and find his killer. Marcus Stokesbury, a newspaper reporter from Atlanta, is in pursuit of a story about the mysterious
third man, Ezra McPherson. Haunted by a violent past, Ezra becomes caught up in the conflict between the Wyoming cattle barons and
homesteaders. He faces a stark choice: either run from the imminent range war, or enter the field of battle...
288pp

September
COLIN BAINBRIDGE Long Rider

Wes Stretton has ridden a long way to gain vengeance on Yoakum, whom he holds responsible for killing his friend. The trail takes him to the
town of Buckstrap, where he meets the enigmatic Lana Flushing and walks straight into a range war between rival ranches, the Bar Seven
and the Sawtooth. Someone knows of his arrival, however, and is out to bushwhack him. Then the foreman of the Sawtooth is shot. But was
Stretton the intended target? And is Yoakum the culprit – or are things not quite what they seem?
224pp

BILL GRANT Blood Feud

When Montana prospector Luke Driscoll receives a letter from his estranged brother, Nate, urgently asking for help, he returns to his home in
Garrison, Texas. There he learns that Nate has become embroiled in a land dispute with cattle baron Robert McTavish – and it's about to turn
deadly. But Luke also meets Miranda, McTavish's eldest daughter, and cannot help his feelings for her. Now Luke must balance family loyalty
and his budding love for Miranda to fight the determined and resourceful McTavish and his crew of hired killers.
264pp

HARRY JAY THORN The Dark Trail To Nowhere

Lucas Santana is a freelance range detective – and a wanted man in some states – who has several aliases; nor is he shy about lining his own
pockets in order to finance his Wyoming ranch. When a number of gold coins surface in South Texas, loot from a big heist years back, both
Pinkerton and the US Marshals call on his services to find their source. Problem is, Santana's not the only one searching for it – and when a
fellow agent is murdered in cold blood, his quest becomes personal...
256pp

TOM R. WADE Bad Blood In Kansas

John Carshalton, late of the British army, returns to the town of Arabella in Kansas to take up a new job as sheriff. It's a peaceful life – until
he gets word of outlaw gangs terrorizing settlements along the Kansas-Missouri border. When John is asked by an army officer to pose as a
deserter and try to infiltrate whatever kind of force is being raised, he agrees – but is soon caught up in a web of violence and intrigue that
threatens to destroy him, and everything he holds dear...
232pp
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Hardcover
July
JIM ELDRIDGE Murder At The Manchester Museum
Museum Mysteries
1895: Former Scotland Yard detective Daniel Wilson, made famous from his days working the Jack the Ripper case, and his archaeologist
sidekick, Abigail Fenton, are summoned to investigate the murder of a young woman at the Manchester Museum. Though staff remember the
woman as a recent and regular visitor, no one appears to know who she is and she has no possessions from which to identify her. Seeking
help from a local journalist, Daniel hopes to unravel this mystery, but the journey to the truth is fraught with obstacles...
Mystery – 396pp

JIM KELLY The Night Raids
The Nighthawk Series
A lone German bomber crosses the East Coast of Britain on a moonless night in the long, hot summer of 1940 and drops his bomb over
Cambridge's railyards. The shell falls short of its mark and lands in a maze-like neighborhood of terraced streets on the edge of the city's
medieval center. Detective Inspector Eden Brooke is first on the scene and discovers the body of an elderly woman, Nora Wylde, beside her
shattered bed in a terraced house on Earl Street, two fingers on her left hand severed, in what looks like a brutal attempt by looters to steal
her rings. But when the next day her teenage granddaughter, Peggy, a repair worker at Marshall airfield, is reported missing, Brooke realizes
there is more to the situation than meets the eye.
Historical Mystery – 378pp

August
KATE ELLIS The Burial Circle
The Wesley Peterson Series
On a stormy night in December, a tree is blown down on an isolated Devon farm. A backpack is found caught amongst the roots – and next
to it is a human skeleton. The discoveries revive memories for DI Wesley Peterson: a young hitchhiker who went missing twelve years ago was
last seen carrying a similar backpack. Suddenly, a half-forgotten cold case has turned into a murder investigation. Meanwhile, in the nearby
village of Petherham, a famous TV psychic is found dead in suspicious circumstances whilst staying at a local guesthouse. Could a string
of mysterious deaths in Petherham over a hundred years ago be connected to the recent killings? As Wesley digs deeper, it seems the dark
whisperings of a Burial Circle in the village might not be merely legend after all...
Mystery – 420pp

ANNA JACOBS Finding Cassie
The Penny Lake Series
When the teenage girl who's been hanging around near the house knocks on the door and tells her she's her granddaughter, Cassie is
shocked rigid. There's only one way this can be true: if Evie is the daughter of the baby Cassie gave away for adoption when she was,
herself, a troubled teenager. Is this a trick? Or is Evie's tale true? When she finds out why the girl has come to find her, it brings a tangle of
other problems that she can't ignore. This was the last thing she expected to be dealing with as she moves into her new home in a leisure
village in Wiltshire.
Romance – 354pp

MARGARET KAINE A Life Of Secrets
Deploring social injustice, Lady Deborah Claremont opens a staff agency, concealing the fact that she's a member of the aristocracy. But
Deborah has become accustomed to keeping secrets. It began eight years ago in 1918 when her dashing French lieutenant was tragically
killed. Amid an undercurrent of social unrest and with the General Strike looming ahead, Deborah meets two very different men, handsome
Theodore Field MP and the charismatic union firebrand Evan Morgan. Deborah is torn between her feelings for Theo and the magnetism
between herself and Evan. But then she is astounded by a mystery, one she is desperate to solve. And when its explosive secret is revealed,
she discovers that she has been both manipulated and betrayed...
Saga – 432pp

EMILY KOCH Keep Him Close
Alice's son is dead. Indigo's son is accused of murder, but she is determined to prove his innocence. Searching for evidence, she is helped
by a kind stranger who takes an interest in her situation. Little does she know that her new friend has her own agenda. Alice can't tell
Indigo who she really is. She wants to understand why her son was killed – and she needs to make sure Indigo's efforts to free Kane don't
put her remaining family at risk. But how long will it take for Indigo to discover her identity? And what other secrets will come out as she
digs deeper? No one knows a son like his mother. But neither Alice nor Indigo know the whole truth about their boys, and what happened
between them on that fateful night.
Thriller – 408pp
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Hardcover
NICOLA PRYCE The Cornish Dressmaker
The Cornish Saga
Cornwall, 1796: Seamstress Elowyn Liddicot's family believe they've secured the perfect future for her, in the arms of Nathan Cardew.
But then one evening, Elowyn helps to rescue a dying man from the sea, and everything changes. William Cotterell, wild and selfassured, refuses to leave her thoughts or her side – but surely she can't love someone so unlike herself? With Elowyn's dressmaking
business suddenly under threat, her family's pressure to marry Nathan increasing, and her heart decidedly at odds with her head,
Elowyn doesn't know who to trust anymore. And when William uncovers a sinister conspiracy that affects her whole world, can Elowyn
find the courage to support the people she loves in the face of all opposition?
Saga – 486pp

September
ANNE DOUGHTY The Girl From Galloway
The Hamiltons Series
1845: Since following her heart and moving from her comfortable home in Scotland to the harsh mountainside of Ardtur, County
Donegal, Hannah McGinley hasn't had the easiest life. But surrounded by her two children and her loving husband Patrick, she has
found happiness. When her daughter returns home with news that her school may close as one of the teachers is moving away, Hannah
feels compelled to take the vacant post. With the schoolmaster, Daniel, having lost his sight, Hannah knows that he won't be able
to manage the children alone. But the money from teaching is poor, and as the potato crops begin to fail all around them, times are
getting tougher still. Will Hannah be able to help her family and save the school?
Saga – 354pp

NICOLA PRYCE The Cornish Lady
The Cornish Saga
Educated, beautiful, and the daughter of a prosperous merchant, Angelica Lilly has been invited to spend the summer in high society.
Her father's wealth is opening doors and attracting marriage proposals, but Angelica still feels like an imposter among the aristocrats
of Cornwall. When her brother returns home, ill and under the influence of a dangerous man, Angelica's loyalties are tested to the limit.
Her one hope lies with coachman Henry Trevelyan, a softly spoken educated man with kind eyes. But when Henry seemingly betrays
Angelica, she has no one to turn to. Who is Henry, and what does he want? And can Angelica save her brother from a terrible plot that
threatens to ruin her entire family?
Saga – 502pp

Softcover

New

July
STEVYN COLGAN The Diabolical Club
Strange things are going on in Black Dog Wood. A blindfolded skeleton has been unearthed, there have been sightings of some kind
of monster, and rumors abound of naughty goings-on at night. And then the local MP, Sir Giles Luscott-Whorne, is accused of murder.
Giles's best chance to prove his innocence lies with retired police detective, Frank Shunter. Can he discover whodunit? And what
connects all of these curious events to a long-lost manuscript by crime author Agnes Crabbe? In this sequel to A Murder To Die For,
Stevyn Colgan once again takes us back to South Herewardshire for a comedy of deadly proportions.
Mystery – 360pp

REBECCA TOPE The Staveley Suspect
The Lake District Mysteries
Simmy Brown has a lot on her mind. Not just keeping her florist business afloat, but the challenge of developing a long-term relationship
with Christopher while coping with her father's failing health. It is also only a few weeks until Mother's Day, which is her busiest day
of the year, though it also brings up painful memories of personal loss. But in taking an order for a retirement party in Staveley, Simmy
is unwittingly pulled into her most challenging investigation yet. When a daughter starts accusing her own mother of murder, Simmy
feels she has no choice but to offer assistance. And as Detective Inspector Moxon himself flounders in the face of a crime with so many
unpleasant implications, Simmy must leave her own concerns behind to track down the killer.
Mystery – 336pp
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Softcover

New

August
EDWARD MARSTON Points Of Danger
The Inspector Robert Colbeck Series
1861: Jarvis Swarbrick MP is traveling by train with his wife when he is threatened by an armed robber and shot dead. As the only detective
in Britain with enough expertise, Inspector Colbeck is brought in to investigate. But the line of investigation isn't clear: is this the act of a
bungling burglar, a business rival, a disgruntled son, or a jealous lover? Whoever it is, they are determined to involve Colbeck. Is the Railway
Detective following the right track, or will he need to switch points to bring the murderer to justice?
Mystery – 384pp

M.J. TJIA The Death Of Me
The Heloise Chancey Series
The Continent, 1864: Two bomb attacks, three deaths. Clues to an elaborate assassination plot are intercepted and authorities believe the
assassin's lair lies in London. When Heloise Chancey, courtesan and professional detective, takes on a wealthy client, she never dreams it
will lead to her going undercover to spy upon the plotters and end their murderous conspiracy. Meanwhile, her Chinese maid, Amah Li Leen,
returns to Heloise's house to find it has been ransacked – and soon she finds herself trapped in a deadly nightmare of deceit and madness.
Will she be able to escape before time runs out?
Historical Mystery – 294pp

September
M.P. WRIGHT A Sinner's Prayer
The JT Ellington Series
St. Pauls, Bristol, 1970: JT Ellington has stepped away from the private-eye game to scratch a living, respectable at last. It’s not until the
past comes calling in the unwelcome form of Superintendent Fletcher that his resolve is truly tested. Fletcher has a job for JT. A young man,
Nikhil Suresh, has disappeared days before his wedding. JT is plunged into a demi-monde of vice, violence and passion. Seeking survival and
redemption, JT must play as dirty and dangerous as those who want him dead.
Mystery – 384pp

Softcover

Backlist

July
EDWARD MARSTON Under Attack
The Home Front Detective Series
1916: While German Gotha bombers raid London, a man's body is fished from the Thames. The man had been garrotted and his tongue cut
out, and as the killer had taken care to remove identifying items and labels, Inspector Marmion and Sergeant Keedy struggle to name the
victim before they can begin their investigation. The list of suspects grows ever longer; and as Marmion wrangles with the case, he and his
family must also contend with their anxieties for his now-missing son, Paul. Marmion must pick his way along a twisting path that will lead
him towards the killer.
Mystery – 390pp

JAMES RUNCIE The Road To Grantchester
The Grantchester Mysteries
1938: Eighteen-year-old Sidney Chambers is dancing with Amanda Kendall at the Caledonian Club. No one believes that there will be
another war. Returning to London seven years later, Sidney has gained a Military Cross, and lost his best friend. But he has heard a call:
constant, though quiet, and growing ever more persistent. To the incredulity of his family and friends – Freddie and Amanda – Sidney must
now negotiate his path to God: the course of which, like true love, never runs smooth.
Mystery – 384pp

SALLY URWIN A Farmer’s Diary
A Year At High House Farm
Sally Urwin and her husband Steve own High House Farm in Northumberland, which they share with Mavis the sheepdog, one very fat pony,
and many, many sheep. It’s the perfect setting for Sally's – sometimes brutally – honest and charming account of farming life. Filled with grit
and humor, newborn lambs and local characters, this is an enlightening read for anyone who has ever wondered what it's like on the other
side of the fence.
N/F: Autobiography – 324pp
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Softcover Romance
July
VIVIEN HAMPSHIRE Hearts And Flowers
Though her former partner is completely uninterested in his unborn child, heavily pregnant Jess can't wait to meet her new baby. However,
she hadn't planned on going into early labor at the local garden center! After baby Poppy arrives, the manager, Ed, visits the pair in hospital,
and they strike up a friendship. Ed finds himself falling for Jess – but can't bring himself to tell her. Will the seeds of their chance encounter
blossom into love between them?
320pp

ADELAIDE JOLLEY Susie's Scare
Susie Cotting thought Lex Maceul was the one and only boy for her. But when he was away doing his National Service with the RAF, he
suddenly stopped replying to her letters... Two years later, Susie is focused on her own life: working in her mother's shop and taking evening
classes. She's convinced herself she's over her heartbreak. Then Lex comes back on two months' leave – and Susie discovers she isn't over
him at all!
328pp

SUZANNE ROSS JONES What The Heart Wants
Alistair is looking for a very particular kind of wife: a country girl who would be happy to settle down to life on his farm in the small town of
Shonasbrae. Bonnie, fresh from the city to open her first of many beauty salons, isn't looking for a husband and she certainly isn't accustomed
to country life. With such conflicting goals, Alistair and Bonnie couldn't be less compatible. But romance doesn't always make sense, and
incompatible as the two are, they don't seem to be able to stay apart...
256pp

ELIZABETH MCGINTY Her Forgotten Love
When Elisa catches her partner in bed with another woman, she sets off for Italy to stay with her grandfather Stephano. Greeted at Verona
airport by her childhood friend Cesare – now a handsome policeman – she learns that Stephano is ill in hospital, and just manages to see
him before he passes away. Then she finds out that he has left her his beloved hotel. Can she make a new life for herself in Italy – perhaps
with Cesare by her side?
256pp

MARGARET MOUNSDON The Jade Turtle
When Jack and Alice split up, he broke not only her heart, but also their business partnership. Running their agency alone, Alice discovers
that Lan Nguyen had, unbeknownst to her, contracted Jack to steal a jade turtle. Unable to refund Lan, Alice is expected to take on the job
herself. Reluctant to commit theft, she finds an unexpected ally in Jack's brother Mike. Then somebody else steals the turtle first – and Alice
and Mike must find out who!
264pp

DENISE ROBINS Meet Me In Monte Carlo
Sylvia leads a simple and ordinary life until her trip to Monte Carlo. How could she have imagined that things would change so suddenly and
dramatically? That her love, Johnny, would leave her – only to reappear as a mystery man working with a gang of jewel thieves? That she'd
dine and dance with one of the most dangerous criminals in France – and end up in a mad rush down the exotic Côte d'Azur with him? Will
Sylvia and Johnny see their way through the danger and back to each other?
232pp

August
JO BARTLETT Twice In A Lifetime
It's been eighteen months since Anna's husband, Finn, died. Craving space to consider her next steps, she departs the city for the Cornish
coast and the isolated Myrtle Cottage. But the best-laid plans often go awry, and when Anna's beloved dog, Albie, leads her away from
solitude and into the path of Elliott, the owner of the nearby adventure center, their lives become intertwined. As Anna's attraction to Elliott
grows, so does her guilt at betraying Finn, until she remembers his favorite piece of advice: you only live once...
312pp

FRANCESCA CAPALDI Danger For Daisy
Mature student Daisy Morgan plucks up her courage to attend a get-together – only to cannon straight into a handsome gentleman, spilling
her drink all over his smart suit! To make matters worse, he turns out to be Seth, her flatmates' archaeologist friend. After this unconventional
meeting, sparks quickly kindle between the pair, and Daisy accompanies Seth to a dig on a remote island. But danger lurks on Sealfarne – and
they are about to unearth it...
328pp

ANNE HEWLAND The Bride Is Missing
Cat is meant to be marrying Stephen after a whirlwind romance. So why is she now waking up on a small Welsh island, still in her
bachelorette party outfit? She initially thinks it's a pre-wedding prank – but soon it becomes apparent that the reality is much more sinister.
Along with Greg, the man who discovered her when she woke by the beach, Cat is drawn into the web of intrigue which has entangled both
her fiancé and her best friend...
328pp
7

July

Softcover Romance

DAWN KNOX Wild Spirit
The Plotland Saga
It's Rae's dream to sail away across oceans on her family's boat, the Wild Spirit – but in 1939, the world is once again plunged into conflict,
and her travel plans must be postponed. When Hitler's forces trap the Allies on the beaches of Dunkirk, Rae sails with a fleet of volunteer
ships to attempt the impossible and rescue the desperate servicemen. However, her bravery places more lives than her own in jeopardy –
including that of Jamie MacKenzie, the man she's known and loved for years...
328pp

CHRISSIE LOVEDAY The English Au Pair
Stella Lazenby flies to Spain to work as an au pair for Isabel and Ignacio Mendoza, looking after their sons Juan and Javier. The parents are
charming, the boys delightful – and then there's the handsome Stefano, who becomes more than a friend... But all is not as perfect as it
seems. Housekeeper Maria resents Stella's presence, and Isabel worries that her husband is hiding secrets. Then Stefano is accused of stealing
from Ignacio's company, and Stella doesn't know what to believe...
256pp

ALAN C. WILLIAMS Return To Tasmania
Heading back from Sydney to her idyllic childhood home in Tasmania, Sandie's priorities are to recover from a bullet wound, reconsider her
future in the police, and spend time with her sister and niece. But even as the plane lands, she senses that a fellow passenger is not all he
seems. When a series of suspicious events follow her arrival, the mystery man reveals himself as Adam, who has been sent to protect Sandie's
family as they become embroiled in the fall-out following the double-crossing of a dangerous criminal.
328pp

September
KATE FINNEMORE Never To Be Told
1967: Upon her death, Lucie Curtis' mother leaves behind a letter that sends her reeling – she was adopted when only a few days old. Soon,
Lucie is on her way to France to find the mother who gave birth to her. But how can you find a woman who doesn't want to be found? And
where does Lucie's adoptive cousin, investigative journalist Yannick, fit in? Does he want to help or hinder her in her search?
256pp

WENDY KREMER His Daughter's Duty
Lucinda is in an arranged marriage with a man she doesn't understand. They share a dispassionate camaraderie, but gradually, her opinion
begins to change. When his life is endangered, her feelings intensify. Laurence’s father taunted him with the words 'second choice'. Love is
irrelevant until Lucinda captures his heart and he decides to beg her for a second chance.
256pp

PENNY OATES Love Child
Knowing she was adopted, Lara was happy with the parents who brought her up. But when she accidentally discovers her birth parents, she is
catapulted into a life completely alien to her – and comes up against the obstacle that is Dominic Leigh. She can't understand why he seems
determined to keep her away from her father. She vows to overcome his interference but finds so much more than she had bargained for...
328pp

KEN PRESTON Surfing Into Danger
All Eden wants to do is roam the coast surfing. But first, the mysterious Finn, and then a disastrous leak from a recycling plant, scupper her
plans. With surfing out of the question, Eden investigates. As the crisis deepens, who can she trust – and will she and her friends make it out
alive from Max Charon's sinister plastics plant?
328pp

SARAH PURDUE Summer Of Weddings
Claire loves her job as a teacher, but always looks forward to the long summer break. However, this summer is different. This summer is full
of weddings. When Claire meets Gabe, a handsome American on the way to her best friend Lorna's do, she wonders if this will be her most
adventurous summer yet. Will the relationship end in heartache, or a whole new world of possibilities?
264pp

GAIL RICHARDS A Match For The Footman
It's 1844, and housemaid Emma's life is brightened by the arrival of handsome new footman, Thomas. When Emma and Thomas are given
an opportunity to work without supervision restoring a neglected house, they relish the freedom and responsibility. But malign influences
are at work. As Emma fights to make sense of events, will she be able to protect everything she holds dear – and will her and Thomas' love
survive all they have to face?
336pp
8

AURORA

AURORA

July
B.M. CARROLL Who We Were
Twenty years after they went their separate ways, friends and enemies are coming together for their school reunion. Katy is desperate to
show that she's no longer the shy wallflower. Annabel ruled the school until a spectacular fall from grace. Zach, popular and cruel, says
he's a changed man. And Robbie, always the victim, never stood a chance. As the reunion nears, a terrible event that binds the group
together will resurface. Because someone is still holding a grudge, and will stop at nothing to reveal their darkest secrets...
Crime – 426pp

CHRISTIAN WHITE The Wife And The Widow
Set against the backdrop of an eerie island town in the dead of winter, this is a story told from two perspectives. Kate Keddie is devastated
when her husband goes missing without a trace. But then she finds out he quit his job months earlier without telling her, and lied about
the trip he was supposed to be on. Where is he, and what is he hiding? Abby Gilpin is an island local whose world is turned upside down
when she's forced to confront the evidence that her husband is a murderer. However, nothing on this island is quite as it seems, and only
when these women come together can they discover the whole story about the men in their lives.
Mystery – 312pp

August
RICHARD ANDERSON Small Mercies
After enduring months of extreme drought on their modest freehold, farming couple Dimple and Ruthie face uncertain times. Wally Oliver,
a wealthy landowner, appears on the local radio station warning small farmers that they are doomed, and they should leave the land to
large operators like him. Bracing for a fight, Dimple and Ruthie decide to take a road trip to confront Oliver. Desperate not to dwell on
the past, they make a crucial decision they soon regret. And when the storm clouds finally roll in across the land they love, there's more
than rain to contend with.
General Fiction – 222pp

SARAH BARRIE Devil's Lair
After the violent death of her husband, Callie retreats to a cottage in the grounds of an old mansion in Tasmania. The place is a balm to
her shattered nerves, and the locals seem friendly, particularly horseman Connor Atherton and his siblings at the nearby property, Calico
Lodge. But the mansion has a sinister past, one associated with witchcraft and murder. As Callie is threatened by odd events in the night,
and strange dreams overtake her sleep, she begins to doubt her own sanity. What's really going on beneath the surface of this apparently
peaceful town? As events escalate, Callie starts to realize that the mansion may hold the key to unlocking the mystery, but the truth might
have as much power to destroy as it does to save.
Mystery – 498pp

ANNEMARIE BREAR Where Rainbows End
It's 1850, and the Noble family have traveled to the other side of the world to start a new life after scandal drove them from their native
England. Pippa Noble is determined to reclaim their honor by making her father's plan for an outback farm a reality, although her ambition
is frowned upon by a society that has very set ideas about a woman's place. Pippa learns the hard way about the unforgiving nature of
the bush, sometimes with devastating consequences. And when an unfortunate circumstance leads to her tending the farm alone, it is
the friendship of neighboring estate owner, Gil Ashford, that helps her through. Then an unexpected visitor from England arrives, putting
Pippa's dreams in jeopardy. But she will hold on to her family's land, even if it means losing everything else...
Historical Romance – 366pp
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FIONA PALMER Matters Of The Heart
Western Australia, 2019: The Bennets are a farming family struggling to make ends meet. Lizzy, passionate about working the
land, is determined to save the farm. Spirited and independent, she has little patience for her mother's focus on finding a suitable
man for each of her five daughters. The dashing Charles Bingley, looking to expand his farm holdings, buys the neighboring
property of Netherfield Park, and he and Lizzy's sister, Jane, form an instant connection at a dance. But it is Charlie's best friend,
farming magnate Will Darcy, who leaves a lasting impression when he slights Lizzy, setting her against him. Can Lizzy and Will put
judgements and pride aside to each see the other for who they really are? Or in an age where appearance and social media rule,
will prejudice prevail?
Romance – 342pp

September
ANNEMARIE BREAR Beneath A Stormy Sky
1879: Shipwrecked off the west coast of Australia, Louisa Reynolds is aided by an aboriginal girl and a kindly doctor, eventually
making a fresh start in the town of Albany. Unexpected new friendships with two men, old gentleman George and dashing Connor,
give her joy – but when she accepts an invitation to stay at George's sheep station, the locals are scandalized. Louisa's growing
feelings for Connor are shattered by a revelation – and it is gentle George who she suddenly marries. Only, settling into station life
comes with its own problems, financial and otherwise. Confronted by a devastating fire and a gang of bushrangers, Louisa feels
as though her world is spinning out of control. Can she save the sheep station? And how long can she deny the love she feels for
Connor?
Saga – 342pp

SHERRYL CLARK Dead And Gone
The Judi Westerholme Series
Judi Westerholme has been through it. Brave and strong-willed, she's just about coping in her new role as foster parent to her
orphaned niece, taking a job at the local pub to help make ends meet. Then the pub's landlord and Judi's friend, army veteran Pete
'Macca' Macclesfield, is murdered, and her world is suddenly turned upside down. Despite warnings from the city police to keep out
of it, Judi can't help but get involved in the search for Macca's killer. But she soon becomes deeply entangled with some ruthlessly
dangerous men. She must act fast and think smart to work out what they want – before anyone else gets hurt...
Crime – 420pp

RHONDA FORREST Two Heartbeats
When Jess heads west for a fresh start in a small mining town, she soon learns that the dusty outback plains are a far cry from her
former life in the city – but she finds herself loving the isolation and local people she lives with. All she has to do is keep her head
down and work hard to create a better life for herself and Johnno, the only person she has ever truly cared about. As relationships
develop and change, Jess discovers the warmth of a welcoming family and a circle of friends who look out for her. However,
problems arise when she collides with her new boss Daniel, who is suspicious of her background story. Has Jess told him everything,
or is there a hidden secret to justify his earlier distrust of her?
Rural Romance – 414pp
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